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ABSTRACT

Traditional batch job schedulers adopt the Compact-n-Exclusive (CE) strategy, packing processes of a parallel job into as few compute nodes as possible. While CE minimizes inter-node network communication, it often brings self-contention among tasks of a resource-intensive application. Recent studies have used virtual containers to balance CPU utilization and memory capacity across physical nodes, but the imbalance in cache and memory bandwidth usage is still under-investigated.

In this work, we propose Spread-n-Share (SNS): a new batch scheduling strategy that automatically scales resource-bound applications out onto more nodes to alleviate their performance bottleneck, and co-locate jobs in a resource compatible manner. We implement Uberun, a prototype scheduler to validate SNS, considering shared-cache capacity and memory bandwidth as two types of performance-critical shared resources. Experimental results using 12 diverse cluster workloads show that SNS improves the overall system throughput by 19.8% on average over CE, while achieving an average individual job speedup of 1.8%.

CCS CONCEPTS

• General and reference → Performance;
• Software and its engineering → Scheduling; Multiprocessing / multiprogramming / multitasking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Parallel programs are widely used today, on platforms including High-performance Computing (HPC) clusters, supercomputers, datacenters, and cloud systems. Traditionally, scientific computing programs use HPC clusters and supercomputers, and “commercial” parallel/distributed applications such as big data and machine learning favor datacenters and clouds. In recent years however, there is a trend of convergence between these two application areas: emerging big data and machine learning applications are increasingly ported to and optimized for large-scale HPC platforms [43, 44, 61], while conventional HPC applications are exploring public cloud offerings [62, 63].

On both types of platforms, batch jobs are managed and dispatched with schedulers. These include SLURM [60], LSF [37], and PBS [13] on HPC platforms, as well as YARN [55] and Mesos [35] on datacenters and clouds. Parallel jobs, scientific and commercial alike, are scheduled in a Compact-n-Exclusive manner (CE for short): processes of a parallel job are packed into as few compute nodes as possible, usually fully occupying all available CPU cores or memory capacity within each node; allocated compute nodes are dedicated to a single job at a given time. This practice is mainly based on the notion that a smaller “node footprint” allows a parallel job with a fixed number of processes to better utilize the much faster intra-node communication, minimizing traffic via the slower interconnection network. Trimming inter-node communication also reduces performance inconsistency caused by interference among concurrent jobs.

Besides efficiency considerations, such CE scheduling fits well with common charging models on parallel computing platforms. With either the “resource units” accounting on supercomputers, or
the monetary on-demand rental charges on cloud-based clusters, a 
job’s cost is accounted as node-hours consumed, by multiplying the 
total number of nodes allocated and a job’s total execution time. 

As a result, CE scheduling is a dominant policy adopted on HPC 
platforms. In particular, all the top 10 supercomputers (according to 
the November 2018 Top500 ranking [54]) use CE for parallel jobs.\(^1\) 
While CE does reduce per-job node usage and better utilizes intra-
node communication, when running resource-intensive applica-
tions it often brings severe self-contention, by placing homogeneous 
tasks within a node. With growing core counts and fast improving 
interconnection speed in modern systems, the assumption that CE 
delivers better single-application efficiency is questionable.

There have been studies on breaking the CE pattern, especially 
on commercial platforms. E.g., schedulers like YARN, Mesos, and 
Kubernetes adopt virtual containers, with processes of a single job 
not necessarily compacted on a minimum node footprint [19, 33, 35]. 
Their workload balancing policies, however, focus on metrics such 
as CPU utilization and memory capacity.

In this work, we propose a new batch job scheduling strategy, 
Spread-n-Share (SNS), that targets better overall resource utilization 
on parallel platforms and better application performance. Instead of 
contracting parallel batch jobs to their minimum node footprints, 
SNS scales them out to use more nodes when a resource bottle-
neck due to self-contention is detected, and co-locates them in a 
resource compatible manner. We demonstrate that modern resource-
-intensive parallel applications often have performance constrained 
by per-node memory bandwidth or cache capacity, and explore the 
integration of resource-aware workload scaling/placement and 
 intra-node resource allocation, using hardware features such as the 
Intel Cache-Allocation Technology (CAT) [39] for last level cache 
(LLC) partitioning.

Below we illustrate SNS with a sample multi-workload experi-
ment on a small testbed, with compute nodes (dual Xeon E5-2680 v4 
CPU) connected via 50 Gbps Infiniband. We run a simple workload 
mix with three resource-intensive parallel programs: MG, HC, and 
TS, each using 16 cores. MG (MultiGrid) is an HPC program from the 
NPB benchmark [11], HC (H264) is a video coding program from the 
SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark [52]; though it is a sequential program, 
we simultaneously submit 16 instances. TS (TeraSort) is a Spark [8] 
sorting program from Hibench [36].

The top of Figure 1 shows the schedule layout under the common 
practice of CE. As each node has 28 cores, only one program can 
run on each node at any time, thus CE has the 3 programs run on 
separate nodes. We repeat MG five times so that the three programs 
finish in close time. The bottom of the figure shows the schedule 
using SNS, which spreads the programs onto two nodes. Though 
sharing resources with other programs, the performance of MG and 
TS improves by 9.02% and 7.17% respectively, thanks to higher 
memory bandwidth and more cache available, while HC sees a 
less significant performance loss (3.75%). In addition to individual 
programs’ performance improvement, node sharing reduces idle 
cores and thus improves the system throughput. Even with fewer 
nodes, the start-to-end time of all jobs with SNS is only 2.62% longer 
(487.65s vs. 500.43s). The overall resource usage (in node-seconds) 
is reduced by 34.58%.

The novel contributions of our proposed SNS strategy lie in that it 
(1) joins job auto-scaling and co-location to simultaneously 
 improve system throughput and application performance, (2) focuses on two 
less-studied performance factors: memory bandwidth and shared-
 cache capacity, (3) employs a flexible and extensible algorithm to 
accommodate multiple shared resources for QoS-aware scheduling, 
and (4) leverages recent/upcoming hardware features (such as CAT) 
for inter-workload resource/interference management. To the best 
of our knowledge, this work is the first to spread and co-locate jobs 
according to their LLC or memory bandwidth requirements.

We implement SNS in Uberun, a prototype scheduler, with a 
profiler purely based on PMUs (Performance Monitoring Units) 
and requiring no application modification (source or binary). We 
evaluate Uberun using a variety of parallel programs for machine 
learning, data analytics, and scientific computing. Most tests are on 
a modern cluster with CAT-enabled nodes, plus several studying 
SNS’s behavior on much larger clusters using trace-driven simu-
lation. Results show that SNS is able to both improve the overall 
system throughput and speed up most resource-constrained jobs, 
significantly outperforming the CE strategy, as well as a node-
sharing intermediate solution.

2 APPLICATION SCALING BEHAVIOR

We begin by studying the behavior of individual parallel applica-
tions when scaled out to use more nodes. To this end, we charac-
terize four representative programs with varying resource-access 
patterns: MG, CG, EP, and BFS. The first three programs are from the 
NPB parallel benchmark suite [11] (all running with CLASS-D input 
size): MG is a 3-D Poisson equation solver using a multi-grid method 
(used in Figure 1), with high memory bandwidth demand; CG finds 
the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive definite matrix, 
with random memory accesses; and EP is an embarrassingly parallel 
Monte-Carlo algorithm, which is not memory-intensive. BFS is the 
breadth-first search algorithm from the Graph500 benchmark [34], 
running at a graph scale of 24, featuring random memory accesses.

We first assess the overall performance behavior of the four 
programs, with number of processes (job scale) fixed at 16, when 
spread onto a growing number of cluster nodes (same platform as 
in Section 1). The processes are evenly divided across nodes for load 
balance. Figure 2 shows varied scaling behavior: MG benefits the 
most from spreading, followed by CG and EP, while BFS performs

---

\(^1\)One of them, namely ABCI, supports node sharing, but only for jobs using one node, 
or sub-tasks of a single job.
We now turn to our programs, using the Linux perf tool [24] to measure bandwidth consumption. Figure 4 shows that when running on a single node, the average memory bandwidth consumption of MG, CG, EP, and BFS is 112.0GB/s, 42.9GB/s, 0.09GB/s, and 0.12GB/s respectively. Therefore, while the other three are rather bandwidth-light, MG is bound by this resource type, consuming nearly the STREAM-measured aggregate peak. In fact, when it runs on two nodes, each occupies an aggregate bandwidth of 67.6GB/s, bringing the program overall to 135.2GB/s, around 20GB/s above the per-node peak. Such bandwidth-hungry jobs are clear beneficiaries of spreading.

**Shared LLC** Besides memory bandwidth, the shared last level cache forms another resource contention point, especially among homogeneous processes. Here we measure our programs’ LLC miss rate, again using hardware counters.

Figure 5 shows the cache miss rate dropping for MG and CG when scaling out, thanks to increased LLC capacity. For EP, whose cache miss rate is very low to begin with, the small changes in cache miss rate contribute little to performance. For BFS, scaling out actually incurs much higher miss rates, caused by communication-related code/data access.

To further understand these programs’ cache behavior, Figure 6 depicts each program’s cache sensitivity when running on a single node, while varying LLC way allocation via Intel’s CAT technology (which also affects cache associativity). Naturally, such sensitivity is highly application-dependent. E.g., MG needs only 3 LLC ways to achieve 90% of the performance under full cache capacity. The saturation points for CG and BFS, on the other hand, are 10 and 18 ways, respectively. EP is insensitive to cache capacity. Such diverse behavior again motivates mixed job placement.

**Network communication** An obvious counter factor for scaling out is network communication: a larger node footprint would incur higher inter-node traffic. Even with fast IB, network bandwidth (6.8 GB/s on our test platform) is still far below that of intra-node communication via shared memory, plus latency is higher. Fortunately, although the gap between memory and network bandwidth looks dramatic, scaling out a program may not hurt performance proportionally, since network communication happens with lower intensity compared to memory accesses.

Figure 7 demonstrates this with mpiP [57] profiling results, breaking down a program’s execution into computation and communication time, normalized to the single-node total execution time. For
the three NPB programs, communication accounts for under 10% of their total run time, and their gain from computation efficiency when scaled out more than offsets any loss in communication performance. Interestingly, CG actually benefits from spreading communication wise as well. Under CE, CG incurs wait time for late senders/receivers. Running on more nodes, processes have less resource contention and smaller progress gaps, significantly mitigating such waits. When spread, BFS executes different instruction flows for inter-node communication, generating pressure on the memory hierarchy (see higher bandwidth and LLC miss rate in Figure 4 and Figure 5). In addition, BFS’s computation time on two nodes is longer than on one, making it the only program in this group not benefiting overall from scaling out.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Problem Definition
SNS adds resource-aware job scaling and co-location to a conventional batch scheduler’s duties. Besides common input such as cluster capacity and incoming job sequence, it takes as input:

- the scaling profile of each program, accumulated from prior production runs, which summarizes the programs’ performance behavior when spread to different node footprints. In particular, each profile captures a program’s sensitivity to LLC capacity (details in Section 4.1).
- for each job, a user-specified slowdown threshold $\alpha$ that indicates its tolerance to performance degradation from sharing nodes with other jobs (e.g., an $\alpha$ value of 0.9 indicates that a job needs to retain 90% of its peak performance when running solo), and
- the total available manageable resources per node, including main memory bandwidth and LLC ways.

SNS can be plugged into common baseline scheduling policies, such as FIFO or priority-based algorithms. At each scheduling point (usually, when the system starts or when a job finishes), SNS works on top of the baseline scheduling algorithm, and estimates the resource requirements of jobs to be scheduled. An SNS-enabled scheduler (1) selects the job to be dispatched, (2) decides its desirable execution scale (how many nodes to spread it onto), (3) selects the node(s) to run it on, and (4) adjusts per-node resource allocation for it as well as other jobs sharing nodes with it.

3.2 SNS Terms
Next we define key terms to be used in our discussion. We hereafter use the term cluster to refer to a parallel platform in general, covering in-house clusters, datacenters, supercomputers, and cloud-based virtual clusters. A node refers to a physical compute server in a cluster. A job refers to an application instance to run on a cluster, and a program to the application itself (i.e., an executable binary).

We introduce two concepts for parallel job scheduling decisions. First, scale factor indicates the degree of “spreading out” in running a job. A job with a scale factor of 1 runs on as few nodes as possible (using the minimum node footprint as occurring under CE scheduling). A job with a scale factor of $k$ uses $k \times N$ nodes, where $N$ is its minimum footprint. Second, the node mode indicates how a node is utilized: E (exclusive, running at most one job at any time) or S (shared).

Figure 8 illustrates the above using a 32-process job $A$ and several other jobs, running on 28-core server nodes. With the CE policy (scale factor 1, node mode E), job $A$ occupies 2 nodes and uses 16 cores of each for load balance, leaving 24 idle cores in total. By relaxing the exclusive constraint, one obtains an intermediate policy, CS (Compact-n-Share: scale factor 1, node mode S), which reduces core wastage. In addition to allowing node sharing, CS does not force a scale factor of 1 when available resources do not permit such compact placement, but schedules the job with the lowest scale factor currently possible. In this example, with CS, job $A$ also occupies 2 nodes and uses 16 cores of each, while two other jobs, $B$ and $C$, utilize the remaining cores of these nodes. Our proposed SNS policy adds automatic scaling to CS’s node sharing, plus resource-aware job co-location. In this case, it adopts a scale factor of 2 for job $A$, spreading it to 4 nodes, pairing it with other jobs based on their resource demands, and performs workload-aware per-job resource allocation on each of the 4 nodes.

3.3 Overall Approach and Architecture
SNS performs resource-aware parallel job scheduling by focusing on shared resources within each node. The overall goal is to improve cluster throughput while protecting the performance of individual jobs. The latter can be specified by users (the acceptable slowdown factor $\alpha$). Based on each program’s resource consumption profiles, it performs (1) scaling out of individual jobs to reduce self-contention (“spreading”), (2) resource-aware co-location of jobs to improve utilization of server cores and other resources (“sharing”), and (3) workload-aware cache way allocation to enhance performance and inter-job isolation.

Note that the above tasks integrate into a tightly-coupled decision making process, instead of a list of sequential steps. First, the “spreading” decisions are made within the constraint of current node availability, rather than based solely on a certain program’s scaling behavior. Secondly, a program’s usage patterns of different resources are not independent, the most obvious case being a process’s memory bandwidth consumption significantly influenced by the amount of LLC capacity it is allocated. Finally, when different applications have conflicting demands constrained by overall resources, the decision needs to search for an SNS plan that optimizes global utilization/throughput.

In this proof-of-concept study, we focus on a specific scope in resource management: memory bandwidth and LLC capacity. Unlike CPU cores, these lower layers of memory hierarchy are shared by processes, with much lower degrees of isolation. Meanwhile, the increasing core density of modern servers makes them more
bottleneck-prone than ever [64]. In addition, the availability of hardware per-core LLC way allocation in newer Intel processors [39] enables workload-aware cache capacity management, which is crucial to SNS’s functioning. In this paper we do not explicitly quantify the impact of SNS on disk locality, as supercomputers and many clusters today do not have node-local storage but use shared parallel/distributed file systems, and disk locality has been shown as not performance critical in datacenter computing [7]. In addition, our profiling (see Subsection 4.1) measures the limit of spreading a program, which captures negative impact from I/O as well if there is any (I/O intensive applications typically benefit from spreading out due to enlarged aggregate bandwidth). Nevertheless, the above SNS decision making can be easily extended to other resource types, such as inter-node network and I/O bandwidths, whose management will add orthogonal dimensions to the current memory-oriented decision making, and can be accommodated by the SNS scheduling algorithm.

Our current approach is based on continuous workload profiling, using our own lightweight monitoring tool named Kunafa\(^2\) to gauge their resource use patterns. In particular, we use hardware performance monitoring units on modern processors to profile the instruction-per-cycle (IPC) value and memory bandwidth consumption of a program, with different numbers of cache ways. The generated profiles can then be used with any future job submissions (details in Section 4.1). Nowadays, both HPC and commercial platforms often run recurring jobs whose code and data properties remain stable across multiple runs [3, 18, 45, 46], thus enabling the recurring usage of profiling data.

We design UBERUN as a scheduler prototype supporting SNS. It works on top of existing parallel frameworks, nowadays indispensable and often co-existing on shared platforms [35, 55]. Our implementation and evaluation center around three popular frameworks: TensorFlow [2] (machine learning), Spark [8] (data analytics), and MPI [31] (HPC).

In current common practice, such frameworks are used in the CE manner: users typically request a certain number of nodes, where they initiate a parallel program’s execution on top of a framework. A certain server node is running one framework at a given time. While existing meta-schedulers like Mesos [35] target sharing a physical cluster among multiple parallel frameworks (such as Hadoop and MPI), they divide this physical cluster into partitions that are assigned to each individual framework, which are in turn responsible for scheduling parallel jobs of the corresponding type within the given partition. Though the partitions themselves are not fixed, adjusting their boundaries is a rather heavy-weight operation and may force termination of running jobs.

UBERUN, on the other hand, schedules at the job-level and co-locates jobs across all parallel frameworks to enhance the utilization of each server node. By doing so, it generates more resource-complementary job combinations to benefit from SNS. It further adds additional management mechanisms to scale out individual jobs and perform inter-workload cache partitioning, which are not supported by existing meta-schedulers. To our best knowledge, this is the first work targeting detailed resource management for inter-workload parallel job scheduling. Additionally, meta-schedulers like Mesos become trivial when there is only one framework on a cluster, while UBERUN still uses SNS to perform resource-aware job scaling, co-location, and intra-node resource allocation, all beyond the functioning of the original, single-framework parallel scheduler.

Figure 9 illustrates the architecture of our proposed SNS scheme, which takes an input job sequence and dispatches programs to co-run on cluster nodes with appropriate resource allocation. It comprises the following modules:

- **Daemon** This is a per-node component that carries out execution profiling and decision actuating, on each compute node. Its profiler (Section 4.1) collects lightweight PMU data to characterize the current job’s resource usage, passing them to the central SNS database. Its actuator (Section 4.4), on the other hand, implements decisions made by the SNS scheduler, launching programs at the specified scale on top of appropriate frameworks, binding job processes to specific cores, and allocating LLC capacity as directed.

- **Database** This central component receives monitoring data from the per-node daemons and maintains historical information on parallel programs, storing per-program resource usage statistics (Section 4.1).

- **Scheduler** Residing on a dedicated server together with the database, this central component integrates the attributes of pending jobs, the per-program profiles from the database, and the current resource status information to make scheduling decisions (Section 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4).

The node zoom-in in Figure 9 gives a hypothetical example of five nodes shared by three programs. Job 0 is a CPU-only job and uses little bandwidth or cache. Job 1 is sensitive to LLC ways, and occupies over half of LLC. However, it consumes a small portion of memory bandwidth. Job 2, on the contrary, occupies only 4 LLC ways but consumes more than half memory bandwidth. By co-locating diverse programs on shared nodes, we are able to utilize the system resource in a more balanced manner.

4 DESIGN

4.1 Program Profiling

The SNS profiler monitors the following performance metrics for a program and generates its profile at different scales.

- **Execution time** The profiler captures the execution time of a program’s exclusive run at a certain execution scale. Typically, several such data points would reveal the scale that delivers the best application performance, which is related to the node size...
ways (number of cores per node) but independent of the cluster size. Profiling exclusive runs removes inter-application interference. It also provides more accurate readings as with current processor monitoring hardware, the majority of performance metrics are only available at the node rather than core level.

**Resource demand** The resource demand information reflects the relationship between a program’s resource consumption and its performance, in the form of the IPC-LLC and BW-LLC curves. The IPC-LLC curve captures the trend of the overall application performance (in instructions-per-cycle) relative to the number of LLC ways allocated, while the BW-LLC curve captures that of the application’s measured memory bandwidth. Steeper curves indicate higher sensitivity to LLC allocation. Note that in general, a larger LLC allocation does not bring negative impact to a program’s IPC, but it could affect its memory bandwidth both ways: it may lower bandwidth by reducing cache misses, or raise it by speeding up memory accesses with fewer misses.

The above metrics form the basis for our current scheduling, using a framework capable of accommodating new resource metrics collected in the future. Also, SNS currently targets scheduling at the job granularity, therefore taking all metrics as average values (of all processes). More detailed profiling is a rather straightforward extension to enable job/process migration or dynamic scaling.

For each application, SNS performs the above profiling work at different scales. The search space of scale is relatively small in practice and only a few profiling runs are required for a new application: the range of scale factors corresponds only to the number of cores per node, regardless of the number of nodes in a cluster. On typical processors used in today’s supercomputers and datacenters, 1-4 unique power-of-two scale factors need to be tested. Also, profiling is terminated when an application’s scaling out “saturates”, where further spreading it does not help.

Rather than performing dedicated profiling runs, we piggyback per-program scaling-out profiling on normal runs, by trying out different spreading plans. Given that many programs are repeatedly run on the same platform [3, 18, 45, 46] and scaling factors have quite limited ranges, we can converge to an optimized plan within several trials. This also implies that a new application can start to benefit from SNS scheduling quickly, after a few initial runs. Section 5.1 provides more details on profiling.

### 4.2 Single-Program Scaling

Our scaling-out profiling adopts a simple trial-and-error approach, always starting with a scale factor of 1× and node mode of E, i.e., the execution model under the conventional CE policy. During the run, the SNS profiler collects resource usage data and saves them in its database. The program’s next execution will then be scaled out to 2× while remaining in the E mode (with processes divided as evenly as possible across nodes). This exploration continues until reaching a configurable scaling limit, such as with under x cores per node utilized, or seeing performance degradation above y%. At the end of these trials, the profiling data in the SNS database is used to classify each program into three categories:

- **Scaling:** performance benefiting from scaling out to more nodes.
- For such programs, the SNS database has identified its constraining resource type (such as memory bandwidth, LLC ways, or both), as well as its empirically identified ideal scale factor (the node footprint that delivers the shortest execution time for its run with specified number of processes).
- **Compact:** performance suffering from scaling out. Such a program should be run under the CE mode if possible. Programs with heavy network communication or high sensitivity to data locality are potential compact programs.
- **Neutral:** performance scale-agnostic, with execution time varying within 5% across the entire range of eligible scale factors. This type of programs become ideal “fillers” that, though not benefiting from scaling out themselves, are flexible enough to run at any scale without significant performance degradation.

### 4.3 Resource Allocation at Fixed Scale

This subsection describes the resource allocation for a given scale factor k, whose selection will be discussed in Section 4.4. For a given k, SNS performs customized resource allocation for a target job based on two factors: (1) its program’s performance profiles (Section 4.1), and (2) a user-specified slowdown threshold α, which indicates how much performance degradation (from CE execution) can be tolerated with SNS’s aggressive co-scheduling.

The slowdown threshold α is an optional parameter valued between 0 and 1, to be specified by users when submitting a job. It indicates how much slowdown the job owner can tolerate. Slowed jobs may be compensated by a datacenter or supercomputer, such as by receiving lower price or higher scheduling priority [16]. When unspecified, SNS adopts a default α value of 0.9, i.e., it attempts to keep the performance loss within 10%.

Suppose each node has T cores, given the total number of processes P requested by the target job, and the selected scale factor k, the job will be spread to n = k × ⌈P/T⌉ nodes, using c = ⌈P/n⌉ cores per node.

**Figure 10: Estimating bandwidth and LLC demand**

SNS relies on the IPC-LLC curve, as part of the per-program profile, to make LLC allocation, using IPC as a proxy metric for performance. Figure 10 illustrates its decision making, showing both the IPC-LLC (green) and the BW-LLC (blue) curves. Starting from the IPC at full cache way allocation (F-IPC), SNS estimates the tolerable IPC (T-IPC) as α × F-IPC (steps 1-3 in Figure 10). Using the IPC-LLC curve, SNS finds w, the minimum LLC ways needed to achieve T-IPC, while the BW-LLC curve gives b, the estimated average memory bandwidth consumption at such LLC allocation (steps 4-5).

### 4.4 Job Scheduling and Resource Allocation

Finally, we put all things together and describe the integrated SNS scheduling and resource allocation process. To simultaneously
enhance resource-intensive applications’ performance and improve the overall cluster throughput, SNS performs scheduling and co-placement using an age-based priority algorithm, considering the per-job demands in cores, LLC ways, and memory bandwidth. The overall scheduling process is shown in Figure 11.

For the job with the highest priority to be scheduled, SNS estimates its per-node resource requirement (by looking up the profiled curves as described in Section 4.3), with the best-performing scale factor. Then SNS tries to find enough nodes with sufficient resource currently available, i.e., $n$ nodes each with $c$ cores, $w$ LLC ways, and $b$ memory bandwidth. If the search fails, SNS will evaluate sub-optimal scale factors, in descending order of profiled exclusive run overall performance.

When resources can be located for the scale factor currently assessed while meeting the degradation constraint $\alpha$, the search terminates and the job gets dispatched, with the amount of residual resources deducted accordingly from the nodes assigned. To reduce node fragmentation, SNS first clusters nodes into groups by their resources, for better load balance and less inter-job interference. If the job cannot fit in any single group, SNS will expand on a single group, to maintain approximately equal consumption of idle cores count, then attempts to schedule a job onto nodes within the same node. Finally, if the program happens to run in exclusive mode, the SNS monitor will take advantage of this opportunity to perform profiling (see Section 4.1) and update the profile database upon the job’s termination.

If none of the scale factors enables the job to be immediately scheduled, the scheduler will delay its execution (with aging policies to promote its ranking) and evaluate the next job ordered by priority. A configurable “age limit” prevents starvation, so that resource-demanding jobs do not get delayed once reaching this limit.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Prototype Implementation Issues

Coordinating with underlying frameworks. We implemented SNS scheduling in UBERUN, a prototype running on Linux. It has daemons on each cluster node, and a scheduler and database on a master node (recall Figure 9). UBERUN stores profiling data in a JSON-format file and caches them as key-value pairs in memory at runtime. It performs scheduling atop existing parallel frameworks (i.e., MPI [31], Spark [8], and TensorFlow [2]) for multi-node job execution, and relies on the Linux cpuset process-core binding for fine-grained resource management within each node. MPI provides explicit interfaces for binding. For Spark, we use standalone mode and modify the available cores of spark worker daemons according to a job’s resource allocation. For TensorFlow jobs, we explicitly set the number of cores per node in TensorFlow applications’ code.

Profiling method. To profile cache sensitivity, the UBERUN monitor module periodically modifies LLC allocation at run time, sampling and recording the IPC and memory bandwidth during each of such fixed-allocation episodes. In particular, the PMU events Instructions Retired, Unhalted Core Cycles on Core [1], and REQUESTS on Home Agent (a component controlling memory access) [38] are used to obtain the IPC and memory bandwidth, respectively. The adjustment is repeated over time to capture different program phases. To reduce the overhead incurred by such adjustment (including cache flushing when allocation is decreased), our prototype sets the allocation adjustment frequency at once every 5 seconds. It further samples the LLC allocation range (at 2, 4, 8, and 20 ways only) and performs linear interpolation for missing data points in the cache sensitivity curves.

Though PMU sampling brings negligible cost, lowering LLC allocation does bring visible slowdown (average at 19% in our tests). Therefore, at each profiled scale, UBERUN captures the total run time in a separate run without manipulating LLC allocation. For a new application, profiling needs to be performed for each scale. Fortunately, the number of possible scales is small. A typical modern processor, e.g., Xeon E5-2680 v4, has less than 30 cores, and 4 cores are required to saturate memory bandwidth (see Figure 3), limiting the scale factor to $30/4 < 8$ even with the most severe bandwidth.
demand. In Uberun, we use four candidate scales: 1, 2, 4, and 8. In other words, at most 8 profiling runs are required for each application.

**Cache allocation actuation** With the processors on our test platform, the 20 LLC ways can be grouped into at most 16 partitions, supporting at most 16 jobs running on a node with disjoint LLC allocation. However, we found such high concurrency not practical for parallel jobs, as most programs need at least 2 ways, due to the dramatic loss of cache associativity when limited to a single way.

### 5.2 Road-map to Production Platforms

**Integration into industrial schedulers** We implemented Uberun in scripting languages (Python and Bash scripts) for concept validation, as this is needed to have any modified scheduler deployed on a production cluster. We perceive no technical challenges in rewriting in C/C++ and integrating it into SLURM [60] or other industrial schedulers. However, in our validation we work with fixed programs, while on production platforms programs may be modified between submissions and it would not be practical to perform a full set of profiling (piggybacked on production runs) between two adjacent code changes. On one hand, whether a program is friendly to scaling out or sensitive to cache/bandwidth allocation is often a stable feature that is expected to withstand most program modifications. On the other hand, there do exist significant program re-designs or accumulated gradual changes that eventually alter an application’s relevant performance behavior. To this end, SNS-enabled production scheduler could perform sustained, light-weight monitoring on programs’ key performance metrics, such as the distribution of IPC, cache miss rate, and memory bandwidth readings, to trigger re-profiling when deemed necessary. In addition, users could be provided with optional hint interfaces in job submission, to alert the cluster manager of major changes that warrant re-profiling.

**Availability of core-level resource control** Recent technology enabling fine-grained resource allocation among co-running applications sharing the same physical node are increasingly available. For instance, public clouds such as Amazon EC2 and Aliyun SCC have already deployed hardware supporting CAT, the LLC way partitioning mechanism employed by SNS [4, 5]. In addition, upcoming architecture features will provide more advanced resource allocation mechanisms, such as L2 cache partitioning, cache partitioning for processes instead of cores, and memory bandwidth partitioning [39]. Our proposed SNS and Uberun design is general enough to accommodate additional resource usage monitoring and resource-aware application co-scheduling.

Meanwhile, though hardware performance counters (PMUs) have been widely available for over a decade, they are not often accessible to cloud or datacenter application users. However, as SNS is intended to work from the cluster management side, PMU access should not be an issue.

**Underlying support for job placement** This work also confirms that compared to HPC parallel frameworks like MPI, popular commercial frameworks often lack support for fine-grained affinity setting [32], to use partial nodes and pin processes/threads to specific cores. E.g., we had to modify TensorFlow application code to control the number of cores to use per node. It is desirable for popular parallel frameworks to add such interfaces to facilitate resource-aware job scaling and placement.

### 6 EVALUATION

#### 6.1 Setup and Methodology

**Platforms** We test on a local cluster with 8 compute nodes connected by EDR Infiniband (up to 50 Gbps). Each node has dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 processors and 128 GB DDR4 memory, where each processor has 14 cores sharing 35MB LLC, with 20 ways to be assigned to subset of cores via CAT. We deploy frameworks and libraries, including HDFS, Hadoop, Spark, TensorFlow, and MPI, all from their official repository without modification.

**Test Programs** Since there is no real-world workload trace with LLC sensitivity or memory bandwidth information, we have to use benchmarks for experiments and simulations. We use a variety of common cluster workloads, performing tasks such as machine learning, data analytics, graph computing, and scientific computing. We select 12 programs, focusing on sampling different memory access behaviors, from widely used benchmark suites: 3 from HiBench [36], 4 from NPB [11], 1 from Graph500 [34], 2 from TensorFlow-Examples [10], and 2 from SPEC CPU 2006 [52]. We generate random job sequences with these programs to evaluate the efficiency of SNS, in system throughput and individual job execution time. Following common practice [21, 47, 52, 53], we use arithmetic mean for time (in seconds) and geometric mean for speedup or normalized time (dimensionless).

The test programs usually come with varied input sizes and we size them to make their execution time in close magnitude (50s to 1200s). For our 3 Spark programs, we use the bigdata test size for WC (Word Count), large for NW (NWeight, iterative computation of associations between graph vertices n-hop away), and huge for TS (Terasort). Our 2 machine learning programs are multi-threaded but unable to run on multiple nodes. Both run 10,000 iterations, and we select batch size of 32 for GAN (Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks) and 128 for RNN (Dynamic Recurrent Neural Network). For MPI programs, we adopt problem size D for MG (MultiGrid), CG (Conjugate Gradient), EP (Emarrassingly Parallel), as well as LU (Lower-Upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel), and graph scale 24 for BFS. Finally, as clusters typically also encounter many sequential executions, we use 2 SPEC CPU programs, HC (H.264 video Coding) and BW (Blast Waves fluid dynamics computation), with the ref problem size.

**Test Program Scaling** To recreate the common scenario on clusters utilizing multi-core processors, we submit multiple replicas of a sequential program as a parallel job (collection of independent but highly similar tasks). This is routinely done in applications such as image/text processing, visualization, bioinformatics, and computer architecture design simulations. MPI jobs, Spark jobs, and these replicated sequential jobs are all able to scale out and run on all eight nodes of our cluster.

Figure 12 provides cache profiling results for our test programs, showing the least number of LLC ways (out of 20) needed to obtain 90% of the performance at full LLC allocation, and the corresponding average memory bandwidth measured at that allocation level. I.e., the blue and pink bars (using left and right y axes, respectively) are the w and b values in Figure 10. Each program
runs with 16 processes/instances (8 cores per socket), to have a consistent level of concurrency across all programs, as the MPI programs require a power of 2 rather than arbitrary scale. The same number of LLC ways are allocated simultaneously across the two sockets. The results display diverse sensitivity to LLC way allocation, showing cache-insensitive applications (such as EP and HC) happy with only 2 LLC ways while cache-hungry ones (such as NW and CG) demanding almost all cache ways. Also, at such near-saturation LLC allocation level, the programs incur very different memory bandwidth consumption. With the traditional way of placing processes/tasks of the same application together on each node, such homogeneous resource demands often create either significant resource shortage or wastage.

![Figure 12: Cache sensitivity, tested with 16 cores on 1 node.](image)

**Figure 12:** Cache sensitivity, tested with 16 cores on 1 node.

Figure 13 summarizes the test programs’ scaling behavior, showing the speedup of each 16-process/task run when spread onto 2, 4, and 8 nodes vs. their CE mode run on a single node, executing exclusively in both cases. Five programs (MG, CG, LU, TS, and BW) belong to the scaling class, with visible speedup when spread out. They also have different ideal scales: CG peaks at scale 2 (13% faster) and the other four scale all the way to 8 nodes, receiving over 30% speedup with respect to CE. The latter four scale well for different reasons: MG, LU, and BW are bandwidth-intensive, while TS enjoys larger caches for its sorting. SNS recognizes these scaling programs and unlike conventional schedulers, automatically spreads them out whenever possible.

Among the others, only one program (BFS) belongs to the compact class, due to the cost of inter-node communication. SNS carefully preserves such jobs’ compact execution. Finally, four (EP, WC, NW, HC) are classified neutral. Though they may gain slightly from higher CPU frequency, larger cache, or higher memory bandwidth, they are not significantly bound by these factors. Moreover, those advantages only appear with exclusive mode, and likely disappear when co-located with other jobs. SNS scales such programs passively, not for improving their performance but to utilize residual cores distributed on multiple nodes.

### 6.2 Overall Performance

**Test case generation** We evaluate Uberun with 36 randomly generated job sequences, each with 20 jobs sampled from our test program set and lasts for about 30 minutes on the 8-node cluster. We focus on the impact of SNS on both cluster utilization and individual programs’ performance, therefore submitting all jobs the same time (to study a “time segment” of continuous batch job scheduling). A job uses 16 or 20 processes, to cover programs with rigid power-of-2 scale requirement and more flexible parallel/distributed applications (whose users often configure the number of processes/threads/tasks to match the core count per node). SNS adopts the default slowdown threshold, with \( \alpha \) at 0.9.

For each job sequence, we define a metric, scaling ratio, to describe the fraction of jobs benefiting from scaling-out. It is calculated as the percentage of core-hours consumed by scaling jobs, based on their performance under CE. Our randomly generated job sequences are found to possess scaling ratios from 0.4 to 0.8 (see study on the impact of varying this ratio in Section 6.3).

**System throughput** To evaluate system throughput, we compare SNS strategy with CE and CS strategies. We do not compare against the state-of-the-art schedulers like SLURM, YARN, MESOS, or Quasar, because SNS is a resource allocation strategy that none of the other schedulers has enabled. The experiments are designed to validate its advantages over CE and CS. Since current schedulers have little support for MPI/Spark/TensorFlow mixed jobs, all three strategies are implemented in a prototype scheduler (Uberun), using a basic scheduling algorithm. However, this work is orthogonal to existing schedulers and scheduling algorithms; they can also use SNS strategy and consider LLC and memory bandwidth as manageable resources.

First, Figure 14 shows the overall cluster throughput improvement of SNS and CS, both over CE. Each data point represents a job sequence, with \( x \) and \( y \) values giving scaling ratio and normalized throughput. The overall throughput is defined as the reciprocal of the average submit-to-finish time of all jobs in a sequence.

![Figure 13: Speedup of scaling out, 16 processes used.](image)

**Figure 13:** Speedup of scaling out, 16 processes used.

Both CS and SNS improve the throughput, with average gain over CE at 13.7% and 19.8%, respectively. For CS, the improvement mostly comes from shorter wait time, as unlike CE, it does not waste idle cores. SNS, in contrast, could considerably speed up scaling jobs (which in turn benefits throughput), while schedule...
and co-locate less aggressively than CS, due to its resource profiling guided scheduling (see the discussion of Figure 19).

Figure 15: SNS throughput improvement over CE and CS

Figure 15 further shows the improvement brought by SNS, by plotting its relative throughput to CE (solid red) and CS (dashed blue) respectively. Job sequences are sorted in ascending order of y value, therefore the same x-axis index does not imply the same sequence. SNS improves CE except for one sequence (2% loss), as scaling out may in rare cases cause longer average wait time. However, as mentioned above, its improvement over CE is near 20% on average and up to 42.1%. Vs. CS, SNS wins for 26 out of 36 sequences. The 10 other cases it underperforms by (9.1% on average, up to 23.2%), due to node fragmentation and more conservative co-scheduling. Still, it beats CS in 72% of the cases, with an average throughput improvement of 11.5% (up to 27.0%).

Individual job run time Figure 16 examines individual jobs’ run time distribution. The blue and red solid lines trace average job run time of CS and SNS for each sequence, normalized to CE. The average is calculated as the geometric mean of the normalized run time of jobs within this sequence. The blue/red dashed lines mark the per-sequence maximum/minimum normalized job run time (the one speeded up or slowed down most from CE).

Figure 16: Run time of individual jobs

For all sequences, SNS-produced average run time is below that of CS (by spreading out scaling jobs), and is within 17.2% over CE (by performing resource-aware co-scheduling). While CS aggressively utilize cores available, it fails to harvest the potential of spreading out jobs for application performance enhancement (minimum run time significantly closer to the CE baseline), and fails to avoid co-placing resource-incompatible applications together (maximum run time much higher than the SNS curve, with up to 3.5× slowdown from baseline).

However, with our prototype implementation of SNS, a small subset of jobs (136 out of 720 executions) do experience violation of the slowdown threshold, exceeding the factor of 1.1 (α = 0.9) by an average of 28.3% and up to 125.9%. One reason is inaccurate profiling: a program could be in different phases under different LLC allocations, producing phase-biased results that lead Uberun to under- or over-estimate the LLC ways needed. A second reason is the use of average bandwidth to guide scheduling, coupled with the lack of hard memory bandwidth control in our testbed, where programs may temporarily exceed their “bandwidth allocation”. Future investigation on more detailed/advanced resource monitoring and upcoming hardware bandwidth allocation features will help alleviate the problem.

Comparing Figure 15 and Figure 16, SNS has 9 job sequences (out of 34) with longer average runtime than CE, while only one with lower throughput. This is because throughput is not only affected by runtime, but also by wait-time (submit-to-start). By allowing jobs to run at different scales, SNS not only exploits more resources, but also possesses less rigidity in scheduling, resulting in shorter wait time. Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 provide detailed results on SNS’s impact on runtime and wait-time.

Load balance By spreading out resource-bound programs, SNS balances resource usage across nodes. Figure 17 shows the per-node memory bandwidth usage of a random job sequence, under CE and SNS respectively. The rows of the matrix represent cluster nodes 0-7, while the columns represent 60 30-second monitoring episodes. The deeper the color of a cell, the higher average memory bandwidth measured within the episode. Also, Figure 18 gives a histogram showing the memory bandwidth distribution for the episodes in Figure 17. Compared to CE, SNS has an obvious “smoothing” effect, reducing both the occurrences of near-peak and near-idle episodes. Consequently, the variance (standard derivation divided by peak) of average bandwidth across cells is 0.25 with SNS vs. 0.40 with CE. In other words, SNS has better load balance in terms of memory bandwidth usage across cluster nodes.

Figure 17: Load balance in memory bandwidth usage

Figure 18: Episode count by bandwidth intervals
6.3 Impact of Workload Scaling Ratio

We now investigate the impact of the scaling ratio of a workload mix on the efficiency of SNS. To help control this ratio, we adopt simplified job mixes, with instances of BW as scaling jobs and HC as neutral jobs, and create 11 sequences with different scaling ratios, each containing 30 28-core jobs. Since all jobs occupy a full node, CS and CE behave the same and we omit CS from the comparison.

For the job sequence without any job benefiting from scaling (scaling ratio at 0), SNS schedules all jobs with scale factor 1, therefore converging with the CE performance. As expected, when the scaling ratio increases, the SNS average job run-time (relative to CE) decreases, as more jobs gain from being spread out. This in turn has a positive impact on the average job wait time (submit-to-start), as faster executions make resources available sooner, till the scaling ratio reaches 0.75. Beyond that point, the SNS relative wait time to CE begins to grow, as Uberun makes early decisions to spread out most jobs considering their individual performance, leaving most nodes in partially-utilized states, further forcing later jobs to be scaled out. Compared to CE, such scheduling is less flexible in node selection, and results in higher ratio of idle "bubbles" in the schedule. We suspect that such fragmentation problem is highlighted by our small testbed cluster size: larger clusters, with node count typically much higher than most job scales, would provide large enough playgrounds with sufficient leeway to accommodate spread out jobs. Section 6.4 uses trace-driven simulation to verify such conjecture for larger platforms.

Still, SNS outperforms CE in all three metrics, for most of the scaling ratio range, improving both user experience/cost-effectiveness and overall cluster throughput. Between scaling ratios of 35% and 85%, it trims job turnaround time by over 10% on average from CE.

6.4 Simulation for Larger Clusters

We evaluate SNS on much larger clusters via simulation, driven by job traces from the LANL Trinity cluster [6]. From the traces, we only select parallel jobs and re-size them to fit in nodes with the same configuration as our local test cluster, to reuse job profile data. We also filter out the jobs using over 4,096 nodes. This results in 7,044 jobs in total, replayed according to the original submission timestamp on simulated clusters with 4,096, 8,192, and 32,768 nodes, lasting for 1900 simulated hours.

Since there are no public traces containing jobs’ cache sensitivity profiles, we again map jobs in a trace to our 12-program test set given in Section 6.1, with 5 scaling, 4 neutral, and 3 compact programs. We generate two job sequences, with scaling ratios 0.9 and 0.5, to verify our aforementioned conjecture (Section 6.3). Again the scaling ratio here specifies the sampling bias between scaling and non-scaling programs (for jobs in a trace), with each group sampled uniformly. Once a simulated job has been mapped to a sampled program, we use the run time from the job trace as its CE run time. Additionally, we apply program-specific profile data to the simulated job, taken from real-system measurements: the program’s speedup from scaling out, the LLC-BW curve, and the LLC-IPC curve. Figure 20 shows the average wait and run time, normalized to the CE average turnaround time.

Figure 19: Impact of the ratio of scaling jobs

Figure 19 shows three metrics, all normalized to CE: the start-to-finish (run) time, the submit-to-start (wait) time, the submit-to-finish (turnaround) time. For each sequence, we plot the arithmetic average value of all its jobs.

7 RELATED WORK

Batch job co-location Co-locating jobs on shared nodes can improve cluster throughput and energy efficiency [15, 42, 58]. However, the performance of individual jobs may be degraded due to resource contention (e.g., the LLC [51]). An array of approaches have been proposed in past work to make decisions on which applications are good for node sharing.

The Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) approach [33] considers both CPU and memory usage while scheduling, but requires users to report their demands accurately. Breslow et al. propose a fair pricing model [16] for node sharing, giving users discounts based on the amount of interference from other users’ jobs. Ginseng [9] applies a market driven approach for LLC allocation among co-located programs, to maximize the overall social welfare. While also exploiting LLC allocation, our approach differs from Ginseng’s as it requires no user-defined performance valuation functions, but instead uses an automatic algorithm to maximize throughput.
The most related work to ours are ClavisMO [12] and Poncos [14]. Both divide a physical node into two slots, classify jobs into shared-resource intensive and non-intensive groups, then assign resource-conflicting jobs to different slots to reduce contention. ClavisMO, along with other studies (e.g., [65]), examined shared network resources. Our work is different in several ways. First, our approach is designed for multiple types of shared resources, with memory bandwidth and cache ways in the current prototype but could easily extend to more resources such as I/O bandwidth or IOPS. Also, it not only decides which jobs can run together, but also actuates resources using hardware features such as CAT. Second, instead of statically having two slots per node, our algorithm performs flexible co-scheduling with more detailed profiling data. Third, our approach simplifies deployment as it does not rely on runtime process migration. In addition, one of this work’s novelties, in contrast to all the above approaches, lies in that it targets multi-node programs and adds the dimension of automatic job scaling.

QoS-aware co-location Datacenter workloads include both latency-sensitive and batch jobs. Recent schedulers that explore co-locating often target mixed types, such as Mesos [35], Borg [56], and Bubble Flux [59]. They aim to improve the overall utilization while maintaining the quality of latency-sensitive services, mainly by prioritizing the latter and carefully offering idle resources to batch jobs. In contrast, our work focuses on the resource compatibility between multiple batch jobs sharing nodes. In this regard, it is similar to Quasar [26], a cluster manager where users specify their jobs’ performance constraints for QoS-aware resource allocation; our approach considers more resource types than Quasar (LLC and memory bandwidth).

PerfIso [40] uses several spare cores as buffers to handle service bursts in SLO jobs. Since our approach focuses on batch jobs, it uses all cores for running jobs. Quartet [27] schedules together tasks that share data, and significantly increases the cache hit rate of Hadoop and Spark jobs. 3Sigma [49] leverages the job runtime historic distribution, rather than historic average, to improve the accuracy of prediction. Other characterization studies focused more on the virtual machine (VM) as a basic workload unit. Cortez et al. [22] propose a system that predicts CPU utilization using VM features such as size and type.

As far as we know, state-of-the-art QoS-aware schedulers use CPU utilization and memory capacity as two critical factors, while this work highlights the potential of taking LLC capacity and memory bandwidth into consideration.

Obtaining program resource demand Most aforementioned solutions, including our own, require knowledge of programs’ resource demand, and could leverage existing profiling work [12, 25, 28]. Profiling is affordable, given the low overhead of current tools and the abundance of recurring jobs on common platforms [3, 18, 45, 46]. We consider center-administered profiling a more practical and portable solution than the alternative of requesting users to (accurately) specify resource usage of their jobs [9, 20, 33].

Exploiting workload diversity for co-location Workload diversity, observed in real-world clusters [6, 29, 30, 50], provides opportunity for researchers to explore how job co-location can improve system performance. E.g., Blanche et al. investigate the co-location of industrial software applications [23] and observe that node-sharing can improve overall throughput and reduce total monetary charge. Brown et al. [17] show that graph analytic programs may benefit from sharing nodes with HPC programs. The KPart LLC sharing machenism [28] allows latency-critical jobs to co-run effectively with batch jobs with QoS-aware LLC partitioning. Our proposal is in line with the above recent studies that exploit workload diversity, with particular focus on diverse scaling behavior and multiple shared resources. In terms of filling shared nodes by diverse workloads, more advanced packing algorithms [41] may help SNS further reduce fragmentation and improve overall throughput, and are orthogonal to SNS.

8 CONCLUSION

We propose a batch job scheduling strategy, Spread-n-Share (SNS), that improves simultaneously application performance and cluster utilization by resource-aware job co-execution. SNS scales out resource-bound applications to alleviate their performance bottleneck, and co-locates resource-compatible jobs on shared nodes. Our work also reveals LLC capacity and memory bandwidth as crucial shared resources, beyond CPU utilization and memory capacity studied in most prior systems. Experimental results confirm that SNS successfully exploits workload diversity and better utilizes modern multi-core cluster nodes. In particular, SNS extends and optimizes the common multi-tenant execution model on cloud platforms for HPC.
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